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INTRODUCTION 

Human motion represents the ongoing interaction between the 

musculoskeletal system, nervous system, and environment.  

When humans perform movements involving large external 

reaction forces (e.g. landings), task-specific control strategies 

are implemented to regulate the magnitude and direction of the 

force relative to body [1], thereby controlling the imposed 

mechanical demand.  Frontal plane knee motion associated 

with injury occurs when the imposed mechanical demand 

exceeds the ability of the neuromuscular system to control 

segment motion. 
 

Previous landing studies have investigated the kinematics and 

kinetics during land-and-stop tasks [2,3,4].  While a land-and-

stop may serve as a repeatable task for screening or research 

purposes, it may not reflect the mechanical loading imposed 

[6] or task objectives of landings performed in athletic 

competition.  These landings typically include a secondary 

objective to generate horizontal momentum after contact.  

Land-and-go tasks have been shown to result in differences in 

reaction force magnitude on the order of five times body 

weight [5]. However, the effect of these differences in reaction 

force on frontal plane multi-joint control remains unclear. 

The purpose of this study was to determine how frontal plane 

multi-joint control, induced by reaction and intersegmental 

forces experienced during landings, is affected by differences 

in force magnitude and orientation associated with satisfying 

secondary task objectives (Figure 1a).  We hypothesized that 

differences in ground reaction forces (GRFs) between a land-

and-stop and a land-and-go would require modifications in 

frontal plane joint kinetics.  We tested this hypothesis by 

comparing frontal plane ankle, knee, and hip net joint 

moments (NJMs) within-subject during repeatable, well- 

practiced, volleyball block-and-stop and block-and-go 

landings.  Between-task differences in orientation of the GRF 

relative to the thigh and shank frontal planes were expected to 

illicit differences in multi-joint control, particularly during 

periods of high loading (impact and push phases of landing).   
 

METHODS 

Five female collegiate Division I volleyball players, medically 

cleared for participation, provided written informed consent in 

accordance with the Institutional Review Board.  The 

participants ranged in age from 19-22 years (mean 20.5 years, 

SD 1.05 years) with a mean height of 1.89 m (SD 0.03 m) and 

a mean weight of 775.5 N (SD 43.12 N).  Each participant 

performed a volleyball block-and-stop task (SP) and a block-

and-go-left task performed along the net (LF) using standard 

three-step footwork at a self-selected speed. 

Three-dimensional kinematics (200 Hz, NAC Visual Systems, 

Burbank, CA, USA) and GRFs (dual force plates, 1200 Hz, 

Kistler, Amhurst, MA) were collected simultaneously during 

the performance of each task.   Anatomic markers (ankle, 

knee, and hip joint centers; lateral femoral condyle; lateral 

malleolus; heel; and toe) were digitized during a standing 

calibration to define the axes of the foot, shank, and thigh of 

the right leg.  Four reflective tracking markers were placed on 

each segment and digitized (Vicon Motus, Centennial, CO, 

USA) during standing calibration and all movement trials.  

The three-dimensional coordinates of the tracking markers 

were individually filtered using a quintic spline filter (8Hz).  

Segment orientation throughout trials was calculated using a 

quaternion method [6].  NJMs were calculated using inverse 

dynamics. All calculations were performed using a custom 

Matlab (The Mathworks Inc, MA) routine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. GRF and segment orientation in global space during 

SP and LF at times of high loading affect the orientation of the 

reaction force relative to the shank and thigh frontal planes. 

The lower extremity frontal plane counter-moment (FCM = 

NJMa+ NJMk+NJMh) opposes knee abduction. 

The magnitude of the GRF was normalized to body weight 

(BW) and used to define the key events during foot contact.  

The impact phase (I) was defined as the time from initial 

contact to the first local minimum following the initial peak in 

the vertical GRF (associated with right heel strike). During the 

LF task, push phase (P) was defined as the time from left foot 

departure to right foot departure. NJMs and moments about 

the shank and thigh centers of mass induced by the reaction 

and intersegmental net joint forces (NJFs) (proximal (PM) and 

distal (DM) moments), were compared in the interval of peak 

resultant GRF (GRFr) (±10ms) during impact (SP-I, LF-I) and 

push (LF-P). A lower extremity frontal plane counter-moment 

(FCM), representing the sum of the lower extremity joint 
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moments acting to oppose knee abduction (Figure 1b), was 

calculated by summing the frontal plane ankle, knee, and hip 

NJMs (NJMa+NJMk+NJMh) represented in the segment 

reference systems. The direction of the thigh reference system 

is opposite that of the shank so moments contributing to the 

FCM are represented as positive.  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Differences in GRF between SP and LF tasks required 

modifications in frontal plane joint kinetics. For both tasks, 

the NJMa and NJMh worked together to generate the FCM by 

controlling ankle eversion and hip abduction, respectively 

(Figure 2). The magnitude of the FCM was correlated with the 

magnitude of the GRFr (r
2
 = 0.82). Across subjects, the 

average contribution of the NJMh to the FCM was 

77.0±0.20%, 80.3±0.03%, and 87.1±0.04%, for SP-I, LF-I, 

and LF-P, respectively. The NJMa contribution to the FCM 

increased with increases in GRFr magnitude (r
2
 = 0.86). 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Contributions to the lower extremity FCM (thick 

columns) by the ankle, knee, and hip for land-and-stop impact 

(SP-I), land-and-go left impact (LF-I), and push (LF-P) 

conditions by subject. Resultant ground reaction force (GRFr, 

thin columns) plotted adjacent to FCM demonstrates the 

correlation between GRFr and FCM magnitudes and the lack 

of correlation between GRFr and NJMk magnitudes. 
 

The frontal plane NJMk acted in opposition to the NJMa and 

NJMh for 12 of the 15 trials (across subject and task), contrary 

to the FCM.  Four out of five subjects had a negative (knee 

abductor) NJMk during SP-I.  Three out of five subjects had 

an abductor NJMk during LF-I.  Five out of five subjects had 

an abductor NJMk during LF-P.  Differences in modifications 

of multi-joint control varied across subjects. For example, 

Subject 1 maintained NJMk direction during impact across 

tasks, then switched direction during push. Whereas, between-

task differences in NJMk direction were observed during 

impact for Subject 2. 
 

Between-task differences in NJMk and NJMh magnitude 

required to control the shank and thigh, respectively, were 

attributed to differences in magnitude of PM and DM (Figure 

3).  Across tasks, at least 86% of the GRF acting in the frontal 

plane was aligned with the longitudinal axis of the shank, 

resulting in small negative PM and DM acting on the shank. 

When the positive NJMa was of sufficient magnitude to 

oppose the PM and DM, the resulting contribution to frontal 

plane control by the knee was minimal. As the PM and DM 

approached zero (NJFs aligned with shank), the NJMk acted 

to oppose the NJMa, resulting in the knee abductor moments 

observed for subjects 3, 4, and 5. In contrast, the alignment of 

the GRF with the longitudinal axis of the thigh was as little as 

68%) (Figure 3). The knee and hip NJFs contributed to 

clockwise PM and DM, acting in opposition to the FCM. 

These PM and DM resulted in the need for relatively large hip 

abductor NJMs that were either unaided or opposed by the 

NJMk (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Proximal moment (PM), distal moment (DM), and 

ankle, knee, and hip net joint moment (NJMa, NJMk, NJMh) 

contributions to frontal plane control of shank and thigh for 

Subject 1.   
 

CONCLUSIONS 

Modifications in the GRF to achieve secondary task objectives 

affects frontal plane lower extremity joint kinetics. During the 

land-and-go tasks in this study, the FCM regulating knee 

abduction, was generated primarily by the ankle and hip, with 

minimal or opposing contribution by the knee. The 

magnitudes of the NJMa and NJMh controlling frontal plane 

motion during LF-P were in line with those during SP-I, 

suggesting that the multi-joint control during impact and push 

may impose comparable mechanical demand. Generation of 

NJMs during the push often involve generation of muscle 

force at longer muscle-tendon-unit lengths than during impact. 

Differences in lower extremity frontal plane moments acting 

to counter knee abduction were attributed to differences in PM 

and DM magnitudes about the thigh and shank.  The 

orientation of the GRF relative to the shank during landing 

appears to be more tightly controlled by the nervous system 

than for the thigh. This result is consistent with the 

observation that control of frontal plane thigh motion relies on 

relatively large NJMh contributions. Further research will 

investigate the neuromuscular contributions to frontal plane 

lower extremity control during realistic landing tasks. 
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